Abstract-Electric vehicles (EVs) are recognized as one of the most promising technologies worldwide to address the fossil fuel energy resource crisis and environmental pollution. As the initial work of EV charging station (EVCS) construction, site selection plays a vital role in its whole life cycle, which, however, is a complicated multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) problem involving many conflicting criteria. Therefore, this work aims to propose a novel integrated MCDM approach by a grey decision making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) and uncertain linguistic multi-objective optimization by ratio analysis plus full multiplicative form (UL-MULTIMOORA) for determining the most suitable EVCS site in terms of multiple interrelated criteria. Specifically, the grey DEMATEL method is used to determine criteria weights and the UL-MULTIMOORA model is employed to evaluate and select the optimal site. Finally, an empirical example in Shanghai, China, is presented to demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of the proposed approach. The results show that the proposed approach is a useful, practical, and effective way to find the optimal location of EVCSs.
around the world. In China, the transportation sector contributes 20-30% of the total national energy consumption, as well as 7% of the gross emissions of carbon dioxide [1] . Among many innovative solutions, electric vehicles (EVs) are considered as a promising mobility alternative to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission [2] . Meanwhile, EVs can promote the stable and economic operation of electric power grids by shifting power peak load, providing spinning reserve and promoting the more use of renewable energy power [3] . In past years, the Chinese government made various policies and regulations to promote the use of EVs, and allocated considerable funding to subsidize EV manufacturers and buyers [4] , [5] .
Public charging stations, as the energy provider for EVs, are significant in promoting the development of EV industry [1] . Lacking convenient and efficient charging infrastructure, consumers are less likely to buy EVs because of their shorter driving range and range anxiety [6] , [7] . When an EV charging station (EVCS) is planned and constructed, determining its optimal site is a quite important stage, which greatly impacts service quality and operational efficiency of the established facility. Improper selection of sites can adversely affect an EVCS's safety and benefits during its operation stage. Therefore, the emerging question for engineers and planners is where to locate EVCSs optimally to serve various charging demands of a city [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Selection of the best site for an EVCS can be regarded as a complicated multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) problem, which often involves many conflicting criteria, such as operational benefit, effects on ecological environment, and harmonization between EVCS and urban development [8] . MULTIMOORA (Multi-objective optimization by ratio analysis plus full multiplicative form) is a method newly developed by Brauers and Zavadskas [12] to deal with MCDM problems. It is more comprehensive than other MCDM methods since it consists of three different parts, i.e., the ratio system, the reference point and the full multiplicative form. Besides, MULTI-MOORA can facilitate a decision making process and provide effective rankings [13] [14] [15] . Recently, it has been applied in a number of fields for various purposes [13] , [15] [16] [17] . However, its use to the EVCS site selection was not seen before to the authors' best knowledge. Therefore, this work intends to develop an extended MULTIMOORA method to determine the optimal location of EVCSs in an uncertain linguistic context.
On the other hand, there may exist complicated and interrelated relationships among evaluation criteria in a practical EVCS site selection. Decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) [18] , [19] is an effective method to analyze the inter-relationships among system factors and visualize them by using a cause-effect relationship diagram. Moreover, it is capable of dividing interrelated criteria and dimensions into cause and effect groups [20] . Since its introduction, DEMATEL has been successfully applied in various fields [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Given its strengths, this work intends to utilize it to model the dependency among EVCS site selection criteria and determine their relative weights required in the optimization process.
With the motivations stated above, this work proposes an integrated MCDM approach based on grey DEMATEL and uncertain linguistic MULTIMOORA (UL-MULTIMOORA) to optimally locate public charging stations for EVs. The main contributions of this study are threefold: First, the theory of uncertain linguistic variables is used to manage decision makers' uncertain and diverse linguistic assessments. Second, the causal relationships and interaction levels among evaluation criteria are addressed by using the grey DEMATEL method. Third, with the UL-MULTIMOORA model, the proposed approach can obtain a robust ranking of candidate sites and identify the best one to implement a public EVCS. Finally, an empirical example is presented to demonstrate the potential and advantages of the proposed EVCS site selection framework.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: We review the EVCS locating literature and indicate research gaps in Section II. The basic definitions and concepts of grey theory and uncertain linguistic variables are recalled in Section III. A hybrid MCDM approach is developed in Section IV for the EVCS site selection problem. Section V examines the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach by applying it to a practical case. Finally, main conclusions and future directions of this research are presented in Section VI.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Depending on various objectives, a number of MCDMbased location models have been proposed in the literature. On the one hand, multi-objective decision making (MODM) techniques have been applied for site selection especially for the deployment of public charging infrastructures. For example, Tu et al. [7] developed a spatial-temporal demand coverage approach for optimizing the placement of electric taxi charging stations by considering temporal constraints such as the electric taxi range, charging time, and capacity of charging stations. He et al. [28] incorporated institutional and spatial constraints, such as local government requirements on charging facility deployment and spatial distribution of potential sites, into facility location models. Shahraki et al. [29] proposed an optimization model based on vehicle travel data to capture public charging demand and applied it to Beijing, China by maximizing the amount of vehicle-miles-traveled being electrified. Cavadas et al. [30] developed an improved mixed integer programming model for locating slow-charging stations for EVs in urban areas accounting for driver tours. You and Hsieh [31] developed a mixed-integer programming model to handle the location problem of vehicle charging stations under budget restrictions and, Sadeghi-Barzani et al. [32] developed a mixed-integer non-linear optimization model to determine the optimal place and size of fast EVCSs by considering station development cost, EV energy loss, electric gird loss as well as the location of electric substations and urban roads. Liu et al. [33] used a two-step screening method to identify the optimal site of EVCSs and developed a mathematical model with the minimization of total cost associated with EVCSs. Xu et al. [34] established a mathematical model that determines the optimal placement of charging infrastructures under the condition of large-scale integration of pure EVs into grid. Wang and Lin [35] applied the concepts of set-and maximum-coverage to formulate a mixed integer programming method for locating multiple types of recharging stations for battery-powered EV transport.
On the other hand, multiple attribute decision making (MADM) methods have been used to solve the site selection problems arose from different scenarios. For instance, Zhao and Li [1] employed a fuzzy grey relation analysis (GRA)-VIKOR method for optimal location of EVCSs from an extended sustainability perspective. Wu et al. [11] used a preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluations (PROMETHEE)-based decision making system combined with a cloud model for the site selection of EVCSs. Guo and Zhao [8] applied a fuzzy technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) approach to selecting the most sustainable site of EVCSs considering environmental, economic and social criteria. Awasthi et al. [36] adopted the fuzzy TOPSIS method to evaluate and select the best location for implementing an urban distribution center under uncertainty. Vasileiou et al. [37] presented a geographical information system-based decision making model for the site selection of hybrid offshore wind and wave energy systems, in which analytical hierarchy process (AHP) was used to identify the most appropriate marine area. Govindan et al. [38] established an integrated approach to identify preferred facility locations, in which AHP was used to determine the weights of criteria and TOPSIS was utilized to find the preference order of available locations. Gigović et al. [39] suggested a spatial multi-criteria model for the selection of sites for ammunition depots by using the DEMATEL-based analytic network process technique and the multiattributive idealreal comparative analysis (MAIRCA) method. In addition, a hybrid method of interpretive structural modelling (ISM), fuzzy AHP, and fuzzy TOPSIS was given in [40] for selecting a sustainable location of healthcare waste disposal facility, and an attitudinal-based interval 2-tuple linguistic VIKOR method was proposed in [41] to select the best disposal site for municipal solid waste.
The above literature review indicates several issues related to EVCS site selection researches. First, parameters in the location models are fixed numbers and known in advance. In reality, however, they may not be obtained with certainty. Moreover, uncertain linguistic evaluations are often given by experts because of time pressure and lack of sufficient data. Uncertain linguistic variables can be used to overcome the above limitations and are more flexible and good at describing uncertain linguistic information. Second, previous studies have generally considered evaluation criteria as independent when establishing site selection models. However, in many real-world cases, there may exist complicated and interrelated relationships among criteria. DEMATEL is an effective method for analyzing causal relationships among factors and structuring them through graphical representations. Third, researchers have used a variety of MCDM methods for ranking alternative sites, but there has been no complete integration method to provide sufficient ranking information during site selection processes. MULTIMOORA represents one of the most robust approaches to multi-objective optimization. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to fill these gaps by extending the MULTIMOORA method based on uncertain linguistic variables for the evaluation and selection of EVCSs. In addition, the grey DEMATEL technique is utilized to determine the weights of criteria by considering their interactions.
III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Grey Theory
The grey theory was proposed by Deng [42] to handle the ambiguities in cases of discrete data and incomplete information [43] , [44] . Its basic concepts can be defined as follows.
Definition 1: Let x be a closed and bounded set of real numbers, a grey number ⊗ is defined as an interval with known upper and lower bounds but unknown distribution information of x [42] . That is,
where x andx represent the lower and upper bounds of ⊗x, respectively. Definition 2: Give any two grey numbers ⊗x 1 = x 1 ,x 1 , ⊗x 2 = x 2 ,x 2 and let λ be a crisp number, the basic mathematical operations of grey numbers are expressed as follows [44] :
Definition 3: A set of grey numbers ⊗x j = x j ,x j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) can be easily converted into crisp values by converting fuzzy data into crisp scores (CFCS) method, following the procedure described as follows:
(1) Normalize the grey numbers
where max min = max
(2) Compute the total normalized crisp values 
B. Uncertain Linguistic Variables
A finite and ordered discrete linguistic term set is usually introduced as S = s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s g where g is an even number, s i represents a possible value for a linguistic variable, and it satisfies (1) s i > s j , if i > j , and (2) a negative operator neg (s i ) = s g−i can be applied.
In many decision making processes, the linguistic assessments of decision makers may not match any of the original linguistic terms, and there may be no clear cut between two of them. Thus, Xu [45] extended the discrete linguistic variables to uncertain linguistic variables.
Definition 4: Let S = s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s g be a linguistic term set, an uncertain linguistic variables is defined as [45] :
where s α , s β ∈ S, s α and s β are the lower and the upper limits ofs, respectively. Definition 5:
, s β 2 be any two uncertain linguistic variables and λ ∈ [0, 1] is a crisp number, then their operational laws are displayed as follows [45] , [46] :
To make a comparison between uncertain linguistic variables, the concept of possibility degrees is introduced here based on the work of [45] . Definition 6:
, s β 2 be any two uncertain linguistic variables, and ds 1 = β 1 − α 1 and ds 2 = β 2 − α 2 , then the possibility degrees between them are defined as 
Definition 8:
is called the distance betweens 1 ands 2 . Definition 9: Let X = {s 1 ,s 2 , . . . ,s n } be a set of uncertain linguistic variables, which has an associated weighting
Then the uncertain linguistic ordered weighted averaging (ULOWA) is described as [45] : (16) wheres σ ( j ) denotes the j th largest of thes i values,s i ∈ S.
Determining the weight vector ω is crucial in applying the ULOWA operator. Many different methods have been suggested do derive the ordered weighted aggregation (OWA) weights. The most common method is the one guided by the fuzzy linguistic quantifier [46] , which cannot only allow decision makers to translate their preferences in different ways but also reduces the influence of unduly high or unduly low arguments in decision making.
Definition 10: The aggregation weighting vector ω is determined based on a non-decreasing proportional linguistic quantifier Q, given by
with a, b ∈ [0, 1] , and Q (y) represents the degree to which the proportion y is compatible with the meaning of the quantifier. Some representative non-decreasing proportional linguistic quantifiers are identified by the terms "most", "at least half", and "as many as possible", where the parameters (a, b) are (0.3, 0.8), (0, 0.5) and (0.5, 1), respectively [47] . Applying (17), the weights are calculated as:
and
IV. THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, we establish a hybrid MCDM approach by combining the grey DEMATEL technique with the UL-MULTIMOORA method to solve the EVCS location problem with interrelated criteria. The grey DEMATEL is used for analyzing the interrelationships among evaluation criteria and computing the influential weight for each criterion. To select the most suitable site, the UL-MULTIMOORA is adopted to determine the ranking order of the alternative sites. Fig. 2 delineates the flowchart of the proposed approach for EVCS site selection, and the corresponding decision procedures are explained in the following subsections.
A. The Grey DEMATEL for Computing Criteria Weights
The DEMATEL technique is a structural modeling approach to analyze causal-effect relationships among complex factors [18] . In this study, grey theory is integrated with it to examine the interdependent relationships of evaluation criteria for the EVCS site selection problem. Assume that a system contains a set of n criteria {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n } and an expert group has l respondents DM 1 , DM 2 , . . . , and DM l . The steps involving grey DEMATEL are introduced below.
Step 1: Generate an overall grey direct-relation matrix First, the expert group is asked to pairwise compare the evaluation criteria in terms of an influence comparison scale. For example, a grey linguistic scale including five linguistic terms can be expressed as grey numbers shown in Table I . The results of these evaluations generate l grey direct-relation matrixes ⊗Z k = ⊗z k i j n×n , where ⊗z k i j represents the direct influence of criterion C i over criterion C j given by decision maker DM k . Based on the direct respondent matrices, the overall grey direct-relation matrix ⊗Z = ⊗z i j n×n can be calculated via the average method. Step 2: Develop a crisp direct-relation matrix In this step, the CFCS defuzzification method is used to transform the grey direct-relation matrix ⊗Z = ⊗z i j n×n into a crisp direct-relation matrix Z = z i j n×n .
Step 3: Obtain a normalized direct-relation matrix Based on matrix Z , the normalized direct-relation matrix X = x i j n×n is obtained as follows:
where
All elements in matrix X lie between 0 and 1, and the summation of at least one (but not all) row or column equals 1.
Step 4: Set up a total-relation matrix The normalized direct-relation matrix X is processed next to set up the total-relation matrix T = t i j n×n .
in which I denotes an identity matrix.
Step 5: Build a causal relation diagram Based on matrix T , the sum of rows and the sum of columns are expressed as the vectors R and C, respectively.
where r i is the sum of the i th row in matrix T and represents the sum of both direct and indirect influences given by criterion C i towards the other criteria. Likewise, c j is the sum of the j th column in matrix T and denotes the sum of both direct and indirect influences received by criterion C j from the other criteria. Based on the data set (R+C, R-C), a causal relation diagram can be plotted, where R+C illustrates the degree of importance that the criterion plays in the system and R-C shows the net effect that the criterion contributes to the system.
Step 6: Calculate the influential weights of criteria The weight vector for evaluation criteria w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ) is generated by the following equation [48] :
B. UL-MULTIMOORA for Ranking Alternatives
MULTIMOORA is a robust MCDM method, which determines the ranking of alternatives based on dominance theory [12] . In the second stage of the proposed model, MULTIMOORA is extended to the uncertain linguistic environment (called UL-MULTIMOORA) to derive the ranking priority of EVCS sites.
Assuming that an EVCS selection problem has K decision makers DM k (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ), m feasible alternatives A i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) and n evaluation criteria
be an uncertain linguistic decision matrix of the kth decision maker, wherẽ x k i j is the rating of alternative A i pertaining to criterion C j . Here, the ratings of alternatives are linguistic assessments represented by uncertain linguistic variablesx k i j = s k
. Following the grey DEMATEL, the procedures of UL-MULTIMOORA are executed to find the optimal location for EVCSs.
Step 1: Establish an uncertain linguistic collective decision matrix By utilizing the ULOWA operator, all decision makers' ratings for alternatives are aggregated to construct the uncertain linguistic collective decision matrixX = x i j m×n , wherẽ
Note that a fuzzy linguistic quantifier is adopted in this study to calculate the weights of the ULOWA operator.
Step 2: Normalize the uncertain linguistic collective decision matrix Considering benefit and cost criteria, the normalized uncertain linguistic decision matrixR = r i j m×n is computed as
Step 3: The weighted ratio system In this step, the collective assessments of a certain alternative are added byỹ
whereỹ i is the overall assessment value of alternative A i for the weighted ratio system.
Step 4: The weighted reference point approach A maximal objective reference point (MORP) vectorr * is deduced based on matrixR = r i j m×n . Since its elements are uncertain linguistic variables belonging to the linguistic term set S = s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s g , we can define the j th coordinate of the MORP vector asr * j = s g , s g . Then, the distance matrix D = d i j m×n is acquired as follows:
where d i j denotes the gap of alternative A i with respect to criterion C j . The weighted distance of each alternative from the MORP vector is obtained as:
Step 5: The weighted full multiplicative form The overall utility of alternative A i is an uncertain linguistic variable, which can be computed viã
Step 6: Acquire the ranking of alternatives All the alternatives can be prioritized by arranging assessment valuesỹ i andũ i for i = 1, 2, . . . , m in decreasing order, and the assessment values d i for i = 1, 2, . . . , m in ascending order. Then, the final ranking of the alternatives could be derived by integrating the three sets of rankings with the dominance theory [49] .
V. EMPIRICAL EXAMPLE
A. Background
Shanghai is one of the fastest developing cities in China and, because of rapid economy development, vehicle demand has been rising dramatically for many years. In 2016, the number of cars in Shanghai reached 3.22 million, ranking the top fourth in China. Similar to others Chinese cities, air pollution is a growing problem in Shanghai. Hence, Shanghai government is endeavoring to promote the use of EVs and construct more and more charging infrastructures. It is expected that by 2020, EV production and sales in Shanghai would exceed 20, 000 vehicles, and 68 charging stations and 12, 000 charging piles would be built. Based on market demands and government support, an electricity company plans to build a charging station for EVs in Shanghai. By reviewing project feasibility research reports [4] , [5] and the Shanghai development plan, a total of four sites are determined as alternatives for EVCSs, which are located in the districts of Minghang (A 1 ), Jiading (A 2 ), Baoshan (A 3 ), and Pudong (A 4 ), respectively. These alternatives, with typical characteristics of a large residential community, are suitable for constructing EV charging facilities. Fig. 3 displays the geographical locations of these sites. For evaluating EVCS sites comprehensively, many qualitative and quantitative factors should be taken into account. The evaluation criteria for the optimal location of EVCSs are selected from the perspective of economic sustainability. The sustainability theory requires a new development way which can achieve economic growth and social development without environmental damage. Sustainability has three dimensions: environment, economy and society. Therefore, the evaluation index system for EVCS site selection includes these three dimensions. Further, the relevant criteria affiliated with these dimensions are determined according to [8] , [11] , [50] , [51] , and expert interviews. The final evaluation index system comprising three dimensions and nine criteria is shown in Table II .
In this study, the evaluations on the weights of criteria and on the alternatives over each criterion are conducted by five expert groups, denoted as DM 1 , DM 2 , . . . , and DM 5 . Note that experts are decision makers in this case study. The assessment panels are comprised of experts in the fields of environment, economy, industrial engineering, electric power system and transportation system. Besides, all invited experts should have a master degree and more-than-three-years relevant working experience as their basic qualifications. Because of the dif -TABLE II   EVALUATION INDEX SYSTEM FOR THE CASE STUDY   TABLE III INITIAL DIRECT-RELATION MATRICES PROVIDED BY E EXPERT GROUPS ficulty to assess the influence among criteria precisely, the grey linguistic scale defined in Table I is used for comparing the evaluation criteria. In addition, experts' questionnaires are collected as inputs to determine the ratings of alternatives with the linguistic term set S,
The decision makers in each expert group gave their own evaluations first based on the general information of alternative sites. Then they met to make a final assessment according to the collective results. Consequently, the linguistic evaluations collected from the five expert groups for criteria interdependencies and for the alternative sites are listed in Tables III-IV, respectively.
B. Implementation
In the sequence, the procedure of the proposed hybrid approach is implemented to determine the most suitable EVCS site.
First, the grey DEMATEL technique is utilized to analyze the interrelationships among criteria. After converting into their corresponding grey numbers, the individual grey directrelation matrixes from Table III are combined to construct the overall grey direct-relation matrix ⊗Z . Then, crisp directrelation matrix Z is obtained with the CFCS method. Based on (19) - (20) the normalized direct-relation matrix X is calculated, and by (21) , total-relation matrix T is obtained as shown in Table V . Additionally, the influences given and received on criteria are summarized in Table VI , and the causal relation diagram is plotted as displayed in Fig. 4 . Note that the arrows representing significant relationships among criteria based on the threshold of 0.369, which is calculated by adding one standard deviation to the mean of the values in matrix T . Finally, the criteria weights are determined by using (24) and listed in Table VI .
Next, the UL-MULTIMOORA method is employed to obtain the ranking of the EVCS sites. First, the linguistic evaluations given in Table IV 1, 2, . . . , 5) . Then, by (25) , the uncertain linguistic collective decision matrixX = x i j 4×9 is yielded and presented in Table VII . Note that the linguistic quantifier "most" is utilized in the information aggregation and the ULOWA weight vector is computed as ω = (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.4, 0)
T by (17)- (18). Subsequently, the normalized uncertain linguistic decision matrix R = r i j 4×8 is established via (26) , as shown in Table VIII . Next, the ranking indicesỹ i , d i andũ i for the four alternatives are calculated by (27) - (30) and the final ranking is determined by referring to the dominance theory [49] . The results of the calculations are tabulated in Table IX . Therefore, it is concluded that the site in Baoshan district (A 3 ) is the most desirable one for the considered EVCS location problem.
C. Sensitivity Analysis
In the above case study, the ULOWA weight vector ω = (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.4, 0) T based on the linguistic quantifier "most" is adopted in the information aggregation to diminish the influence of extreme evaluations provided by experts. In this part, a sensitivity analysis by changing the From Fig. 5 , we can find that the rankings of the four alternative sites are influenced greatly by the weight vector ω. For example, A 4 is the most suitable site for the EVCS site selection when "average" and "as many as possible" are used, while in terms of the linguistic quantifier "most", it is the lowest ranked location (i.e., the worst site) and A 3 becomes the best choice at the same time. Particularly, the influence of unfair assessments on the optimal EVCS site results can be evidently seen in the rank orderings derived in the cases of "minimum" and "maximum". They are quite different from the ranking determined by the linguistic quantifier "most", which can relieve the influence of unfair evaluations on the ranking results by assigning low weights to those "false" or "biased" ones. Therefore, utilizing the ULOWA operator in the proposed approach to deal with false or biased opinions is of great importance and benefit to the optimal site selection of EVCSs in real-life situations.
D. Discussions
There are some important insights from the results produced by the proposed EVCS site selection approach. First, according to the UL-MULTIMOORA, the ranking of the four alternative sites is A 3 A 2 A 1 A 4 , which is in accordance with the one derived by the fuzzy TOPSIS method [8] . This indicates the effectiveness of the proposed approach. However, in comparison with other methods, the proposed approach to locate EVCSs has the following advantages: (1) the ambiguity and diverse linguistic information of decision makers can be well handled and modeled using uncertain linguistic variables; (2) various types of correlations among evaluation criteria can be taken into account by the grey DEMATEL technique; (3) by using the uncertain linguistic MULTIMOORA approach, a more robust and credible ranking of alternative sites can be achieved as it well utilizes the results from three different methods. In addition, the ranking result of the EVCS sites obtained in this study are validated via getting feedback from the expert groups participated in this case study. According to the domain experts, the proposed hybrid MCDM approach is more suitable for the location problem of public charging stations and can help decision makers find the optimal site effectively.
Second, based on the obtained causal relation diagram shown in Fig. 4 , the interrelationships among the nine criteria can be determined. It can be found that the criteria with the highest prominence values are construction cost (C 4 ), annual operation and maintenance cost (C 5 ), and service capability (C 8 ), which are consistent with the criteria weights. That is, they are critical and well networked criteria and should be the focus of decision makers. Besides, the causal relation diagram determines that the criteria with the highest net cause values include construction cost (C 4 ), harmonization of EVCS with the development planning of urban road network and power grid (C 6 ) and traffic convenience (C 7 ). This shows that the three criteria should be improved first because they are the most prominent causal factors relative to other criteria. Moreover, an in-depth check of Fig. 4 shows that adverse impact on people's lives (C 9 ) is a criterion being affected most; thus the adverse impact on people's lives is an important problem which needs more attention. All the evaluation criteria indicate the necessary behaviors to improve EVCS site selection for the considered problem. Therefore, each of the criteria should be evaluated for the EVCS site selection in accordance with the causal relation diagram.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
EVCSs play a pivotal role in the successful and wide deployment of EVs and the optimal location of public charging facilities has received much attention in recent years. In this paper, we present an integrated MCDM approach based on grey DEMATEL and UL-MULTIMOORA to select the most suitable site for locating EV charging facilities. The proposed approach can not only effectively tackle ambiguity and diverse linguistic assessments of decision makers with uncertain linguistic variables, but also allows us to create a causal relation diagram for analyzing complex interactions among criteria with the grey DEMATEL. Moreover, we can determine the reasonable and credible ranking of candidate locations and identify the best one for locating an EVCS based on the proposed UL-MULTIMOORA method.
An empirical example is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed EVCS site selection approach. The result implies that the evaluation criteria are proved to have interrelations and self-feedback relationships. Though the influence of all criteria have to be considered in an EVCS site selection process, domain experts have noted that economy related criteria should be given the top priority with bigger weights. By using the UL-MULTIMOORA method, the alternative located in the Baoshan district, Shanghai, China, is found to be the optimal site for the considered problem. Moreover, a comparative analysis with the existing method is performed to examine the validity and superiority of the developed approach. It has been shown that the integrated MCDM framework proposed in this paper provides a practical and adequate tool to address the multifaceted EVCS site location problems with inter-dependent criteria. Its applications to other location and related problems [9] , [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] should be pursued.
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